IMG WOOD GUIDE
Most of our products and components are
based on laminated wood construction
technology. Utilizing a process called
Ultra-Sonic wood lamination creates strong
frames and allows us to create graceful designs.
Environmental and consumer friendly glue
and chemicals are used in the production
process. We use light colored wood like beech
with an attractive grain to make veneer and
laminated parts. They are highly suitable for
staining in various colors.

WOOD

MORE COLORS THAN ANYONE IN THE INDUSTRY
Wood parts and laminated bases can be delivered in a wide range of colors and finishes.
From rich Espresso to natural and more contemporary colors. Please note that all
colors are not available on all models and some special order circumstances may
apply.

900
NATURE BEECH

901
OAK

908
DARK BROWN

911
ESPRESSO

914
SANDED

920
BLACK

921
CHALK

922
GREY ASH

(NO STAIN/SEALERS)

928
WALNUT
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WOOD CARE

Wood Frame and Mechanism Care
Many of our products include laminated wood bases. Make sure the furniture is properly assembled in accordance with the
assembly instructions before use. Bolts, screws and knobs can loosen after an extended period. This can create damage to the
frame and instability to the furniture. Therefore, it is important to check and tighten all bolts, screws and knobs periodically. IMG
recommends you to do this at least every four (4) months or as needed.
Do not use your furniture unless all bolts, screws and knobs are firmly secured. If parts are missing, broken, damaged or worn –
stop use of the product until repairs are made with factory authorized parts only. Please refer to assembly instructions for further
information.
Do not allow children to sit and play on or near recliner and relaxer chairs – or to operate the mechanisms.
Always keep hands and feet away from the mechanism.
IMG Relaxers, and motion furniture are equipped with advanced mechanisms, made with many components, springs and
moveable parts. Naturally, some sounds from the steel frame mechanism might occur.
Exposing furniture to sunlight or extreme sources of heat and cold may damage or fade the wood or the wood stain color.
Wood and frame surfaces require regular dusting. When cleaning is needed, use a dampened cloth followed by a dry cloth. Do not
in any circumstance use strong detergents or abrasive cleaners.
Remove liquid spills or dirt immediately from the wood frame and mechanism parts.
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